TRAINING
PRODUCTS
HIDDEN FENCES
- INDOOR BOUNDARIES
- TRAINING PRODUCTS

HAPPINESS IS BEING
SURROUNDED
BY FREEDOM AND SAFETY.

A DogWatch ® Hidden Fence gives your dog
the freedom he needs with the safety you want.
Bulldog or a Bullmastiff, small yard or a sprawling
200 acres, a DogWatch Hidden Fence works with all
breeds, ages and any size property. Works for cats,
too! It even works with dogs that like to dig, since
there’s no digging under, jumping over or getting
around a DogWatch Hidden Fence.

The DogWatch Hidden Fence is
recognized as a Consumers Digest
‘Best Buy’. We are the only Premium
Selection in the underground petcontainment category.



RECOMMENDED
BY VETERINARIANS
Professional dog trainers
and veterinarians around the
world not only use DogWatch
products for their own pets,
they recommend them to their
clients. Experts agree that
DogWatch Hidden Fences have
the best technology available.

“I had my first training session
and am so pleased with the quality
of service. I’m a veterinarian and
director of a municipal animal
control facility; therefore, I’m very
interested in the proper confinement
of pets. Thanks so much for
developing this product.”
– Karen Hill Sheppard, DVM

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Since 1990, DogWatch has been keeping pets safe at home while giving their
owners peace of mind. A DogWatch Hidden Fence comes with a Lifetime Warranty
and full service and support from local DogWatch Dealers.

WE WORK
SO DOGS CAN PLAY.
KEEPING PETS HAPPY AND SAFE
At DogWatch, we’ve been keeping pets happy and safe since 1990 with a range of
innovative solutions that suit your lifestyle and protect your dog.
Boundary Wire (signal)
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Pool
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Garden

A customized outdoor boundary loop
lets your dog run free and play within the
designated boundary. Smaller inner loops
can keep your pet out of the garden, pool, or
play area. Our boundary wire is specifically
designed for long-lasting underground
durability.

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AND TRAINING
Proper installation and good training are critical to successful containment
and the safety of your pet. With every DogWatch system comes
Pet-Friendly™ safety for your dog and owner-friendly service for you.
Long after you’ve made your purchase, you’ll be able to count on continued
expert advice and service from your DogWatch Dealer.

HOW IT WORKS A wire is installed around your property just below ground level.
The wire transmits a coded FM digital radio signal from a DogWatch transmitter which is
installed in your house or garage. Your pet wears a collar with a lightweight, waterproof
receiver that picks up the radio signal and alerts your pet if he gets too close to the
boundary wire.
Top View
W ARNING A REA
C ORRECTION A REA
B OUNDARY W IRE
Pet receives a WARNING SIGNAL
(audible or vibration) before
reaching the correction area.
Training conditions pet to
RETREAT from the warning.

As your dog approaches the wire, he will hear
a warning signal. If he travels further, he will
receive a mild, but safe, correction. Through
our Pet-Friendly™ training, your dog learns
to recognize the boundaries and will stop at
the warning signal before crossing into the
boundary area.

SIMPLY THE BEST.
NO GETTING AROUND IT.
With a DogWatch Hidden Fence, you have found the best way to give
your pet the space to run and play while keeping him safe in the yard.
At DogWatch, we take great pride in the quality of our products, and
we are committed to developing the safest and most technologically
advanced containment and training products for you and your dog.

Outdoor Hidden Fences
R7mini Receiver

R9 Receiver

The smallest hidden
fence receiver available,
weighing only 1.1 ounces
(including battery!) It has
a longer battery life than
any other receiver close
to its size! Perfect
for small dogs
and cats.

A compact, sleek
design with all the
user-friendly features
that make DogWatch
receivers the best in the
business, including an
unprecedented battery
life of up to two years.

Safety Features
SafeLink® Technology
Our patented FM signal
provides the maximum
protection against false
activation caused by stray
radio signals.

The most advanced technology...
and the easiest to use.
Warning Signal
An audible or vibration
warning signal alerts your
pet that he is approaching
the boundary. Your pet will
learn to stop at the warning
signal before he reaches
the ‘fence’.

Flexible Training Levels
Twenty unique settings,
including ‘tone-only’ or
‘vibration only’, ensure
safe training and effective
containment. All the
settings you need plus it is
easy to adjust.

Internal Antennas
Three omni-directional
antennas assure the best
reception no matter how your
pet approaches the fence.

Loop Monitor Display
A visual indicator shows you
if there has been a change
in signal strength. There is
also an audible “wire break”
alarm.

TattleTale® & AutoMemory®
If your pet challenges the
boundary, the status light
double blinks and the
correction level increases for
24 hours.

Receiver Status Light
Confirms your settings
and that the receiver is
functioning properly. Alerts
you if the battery is low or if
your pet has challenged the
fence boundary.

FastReact®
Ensures the receiver reacts
before your dog gets to the
boundary... not while he is
traveling over it!

High-Impact,
Waterproof Receivers
Designed and tested to
withstand the harsh outdoor
elements of rain, sleet and
snow—as well as rigorous play.

DogWatch is the only system
that offers FM radio technology.

IT’S ALL ABOUT .
WHY CHOOSE
DOGWATCH?
SAFETY
In addition to our patented SafeLink® FM
signal, DogWatch includes other important
safety features not found in other brands.
For example, AutoMemory® and FastReact®
are exclusive DogWatch features; and our
‘distance-based’ correction trigger provides
a more reliable and consistent boundary for
your pet - no surprises, no confusion.

EXPERIENCE
We have been surrounding dogs with freedom
since 1990. Our products have been tested on
all types of dogs and dog personalities and our
Dealers are experienced professionals who
are committed to providing you with a quality
product and quality service.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
We are committed to providing customer
service that matches the quality of our
products. Referrals from happy customers are
a big part of our business, so customer service
and support are among our top priorities.

Our Patented Safelink ® Digital FM Design means a clearer, more secure signal
from the transmitter to the receiver providing the safest hidden fence system
available.

.

.

. YOUR DOG.

TECHNOLOGY
DogWatch Hidden Fence technology stands
apart from all other dog fence brands. Our
patented digital SafeLink® FM signal and
exclusive safety features are designed to
keep your pet safe and be safe for your pet.

COST
Bottom line, a hidden fence is more versatile
and less expensive than traditional fencing and
other dealer-installed underground fences. With
our two-year battery life, fewer service calls,
full lightning protection and a Lifetime Warranty
included, the comparison always adds up in
favor of DogWatch.

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
The GroundsKeeper® is a versatile option that can
be used to keep your pet out of specific areas such
as your driveway, pool, swing set, sandbox, or
garden. If you have an electric gate, keep your pet
in the yard while the gate opens and closes. The
GroundsKeeper can be used in conjunction with a
larger Hidden Fence system or on its own.

Keep your pet away from gardens,
play areas, pools and cooking areas.

OUTDOORS IS NOT THE
ONLY PLACE YOUR PET
NEEDS BOUNDARIES.

Indoor Boundaries
No more keeping doors closed or installing baby gates!
DogWatch has several
low-profile products to
help you manage your pets
indoors. No matter how
big or small a space you want to keep petfree, DogWatch has solutions that can be
customized to your specific needs.

IB-100 The IB-100 is an easy to use wireless transmitter that emits
a signal up to 8 feet in diameter. This versatile transmitter is battery
operated (with a rechargeable battery) so it is truly portable! You
can take it anywhere you go!

IB-200 The IB-200 is our most flexible indoor transmitter - it can
be used with or without a boundary wire. As a portable unit without
a boundary wire, it will protect an area of up to 10 feet in diameter
- a great way to protect specific areas or items in a room. Or it can
be used with up to 500 ft. of wire to protect a large area or to create
multiple smaller “off limits” zones.

SCOOT!® Scoot! is an extra small 1.5” x 3” transmitter designed
for use with up to 25 feet of boundary wire. Scoot! can be hidden
discreetly under the lip of a kitchen island, around the edge of a
window and in many other small areas. This indoor system works
quietly, effectively and can be easily hidden from view.

DogWatch products work well for cats, too!

BRING OUT THE BEST
IN YOUR DOG.

Training Products
GOOD BEHAVIOR IS CLOSE AT HAND
Dogs will be dogs... and that’s what we love about them. It is also why we developed a
range of training products designed for today’s pets. With a BigLeash® Remote Trainer,
training your dog is easy and safe.

S-15 REMOTE TRAINER

V-10 VIBRATION TRAINER

Fifteen training levels with 4
signal options - brief (nick),
continuous, audible and
vibration - for maximum
training flexibility.
SoftTouch™ coating
for secure and
comfortable grip.

Ten levels of vibration plus one
audible tone for gentle training
and remote communication.
Perfect for communicating
with hearing
impaired pets.

• P RECISE TIMING. Keeping the training message
clearly associated with the behavior helps your
dog learn.

BIG FEATURES
• Two-Way Communication

• C ONSISTENCY. Consistent messages help your
dog understand what you expect and reinforce
learning.

• Nightlights on Receiver Collar

• R EMOTE APPLICATION. Communicate with your
dog even if he cannot hear your verbal command.

• Up to 1/2 Mile Range

• Battery Status Indicators

• A NONYMOUS APPLICATION. Your dog associates
the training signal with the behavior, not with you.
Shows you the signal strength
so you know if your dog is
going out of range.

• Comprehensive LCD display

• Works with two dogs
•	Waterproof Receiver
•	SoftTouch™ Coating

The nightlight helps keep your
dog safe when you are out and
about in the dark.

®

BIG
FEATURES . . .

The BarkCollar™ uses our exclusive technology
to differentiate between acceptable and
excessive barking.
FEATURES
• 7 adjustable settings, including vibration
• Progressive levels within each setting
• Long-lasting, rechargeable battery
• Low battery indicator
• Auto “self-test” at each setting
• Bark Counter
• Lightweight, waterproof design

PROGRESSIVE LEVELS within each setting
increase the bark correction level (within
that setting) if your dog continues to
bark.
BARK COUNTER lets you know how many
times the BarkCollar activated, even if
you are away.
AUTO “SELF TEST” at each setting lets
you know the collar is functioning
properly.

. . . BIG
RESULTS
The SideWalker™ Leash Trainer provides a gentle
training method to help create a more enjoyable
on-leash experience for you and your dog.
FEATURES
• 5 adjustable settings, including vibration
• Progressive levels within each setting
• Long-lasting, rechargeable battery
• Lightweight, waterproof design
• Low battery indicator

As your dog pulls, a pressure sensor
activates the SideWalker collar, keeping
the training message clearly associated
with the behavior. The SideWalker trains
your dog not to pull and promotes a
safe and enjoyable on-leash walking
experience.

Walking shouldn’t be a drag.

IMPORTANT HIDDEN FENCE FEATURES
A Consumers Digest ‘Best Buy’
The DogWatch Hidden Fence is the only Premium Selection
in the underground pet-containment category.

The only FM Signal

Signal Type
Batteries 			

Typical Battery Life
● R9/R12
2 years
● R7/R12mini 6 mo

User Programmable Transmitter
& Receiver Collar

No service call

Receiver Status Light

● Proper function
● Battery Status
● “TattleTale”

Auto-Memory Reset

Increases correction
level for 24 hours if pet
challenges boundary

Individual Settings for Multiple Pets

For all sizes, breeds and
personalities

Multiple Boundary Zones

Customize containment
and “off limits” areas

Multiple Receiver Sizes & Features

For dogs and cats; all
sizes and personalities

Correction Trigger

Distance-based system
is more consistent than
time-based

Wireless Indoor Transmitters

Wired, wireless and
dual function

Contact Posts

Standard or Low Profile
GentleFit™ option

CE & RoHS Compliant

Compliant with
standards to reduce
hazardous substances

Internal & External Lightning
Protection

Standard on all outdoor
systems

Lifetime Equipment Warranty

All transmitters and
receivers - no extra cost

Largest Independent Dealer Network 100% locally owned
and operated

The longest battery life
Uses a standard battery

The only
Distance Based system

Polished Stainless Steel
or Conductive Plastic

Outdoor Hidden Fences
Full Feature System
R-9 RECEIVER

PT4 TRANSMITTER

R-7 MINI

R-9 VIBRATION RECEIVER

For Small Dogs or Cats

Great for hearing impaired dogs.

Limited Feature System
1200 TRANSMITTER

R-12M RECEIVER

R-12 RECEIVER

Landscape Boundaries

For Small Dogs or Cats

Accessories

GROUNDSKEEPER

GENTLEFIT™ CONTACTS

COLLARS

For Creating Outdoor Zones
(Gardens, Play Areas, Pools)

Conductive Plastic Posts

Black, Green, and Red
(available in S, M, L)

Purrfect for cats and
small dogs!

Indoor Boundaries
IB-100

IB-200

SCOOT!

Battery Operated

Can be used
with boundary wire.

Great for under counters or furniture

Indoor Boundaries use
the same DogWatch
receiver collars as our
Outdoor Hidden Fences
for a seamless transition
from outside to inside.

Training Products
S-15 REMOTE TRAINER

V-10 VIBRATION TRAINER

THE BARKCOLLAR

THE SIDEWALKER

BT-7 No-Bark Trainer

SW-5 Leash Trainer

FREEDOM.
SAFETY.
PEACE OF MIND.

DogWatch Hidden Fences are simply the best . . .
no getting around it.
EXCLUSIVE

SAFETY F E AT U R E S
PET-FRIENDLY
TECHNOLOGY

LIFETIME

WARRANTY

LONGEST
			
USER

BATTERY
LIFE

ADJUSTABLE

W I T H O U T A S E RV I C E C A L L

FLEXIBLE
SETTINGS

PROFESSIONAL

INSTALLATION & TRAINING
Unleashing

dogs for

www.dogwatch.com
Founding Member
Partnership for Electronic Training Technology
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I WILL RUN FREE IN
MY OWN YARD.
I WILL CHASE BALLS
INSTEAD OF CARS.
I WILL JUMP AND FROLIC.
I WILL RUN AFTER
STICKS AND SQUIRRELS,
BUT NEVER MAILMEN.
I WILL RUN AIMLESSLY
AND SHAMELESSLY.
I WILL BE FREE.

Find your Local Dealer:

www.dogwatch.com

(800) 793-3436

